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T he Sammon Mapping (SM) has established itself as a valuable tool in dimen-

sionality reduction, manifold learning, exploratory data analysis and, particu-

larly, in data visualization. The SM is capable of projecting high-dimensional data 

into a low-dimensional space, so that they can be visualized and interpreted. This 

is accomplished by representing inter-sample dissimilarities in the original space 

by Euclidean inter-sample distances in the projection space. Recently, Kernel Sam-

mon Mapping (KSM) has been shown to subsume the SM and a few other related 

extensions to SM. Both of the aforementioned models feature a set of linear 

weights that are estimated via Iterative Majorization (IM). While IM is significant-

ly faster than other standard gradient-based methods, tackling data sets of larger 

than moderate sizes becomes a challenging learning task, as IM's convergence sig-

nificantly slows down with increasing data set cardinality. In this paper we derive 

two improved training algorithms based on SOR and PARTAN acceleration, that, 

while still being first-order methods, exhibit faster convergence than IM. Both al-

gorithms are relatively easy to understand, straightforward to implement and, 

performance-wise,  are as robust as IM. We also present comparative results that 

illustrate their computational advantages on a set of benchmark problems. 
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  We explored 2 acceleration methods, namely SOR-IM and PARTAN-IM, to improve 

the convergence speed of the IM algorithm 

  Based on our experiences, we can conclude that both methods indeed accelerate the 

original algorithm and exhibit robust behavior.  

  We have shown experimentally, that PARTAN-IM always converges faster than 

SOR-IM, which, in turn, is typically faster than IM.  

  The speedup advantage over plain IM seems to diminish as the number of weights 

increase. This fact is more or less expected for these type of methods.  

Results 

  To explore acceleration methods for the general IM scheme based on SOR 

and PARTAN schemes. The derived two algorithms are called SOR-IM and 

PARTAN-IM 

  To test these methods on benchmark problems and provide experimental 

results that show, indeed, that they can achieve significant speedup 

Generalized Sammon Mapping 

Acceleration Methods 

 Suppose there are      samples                        .      is an arbitrary space and       denotes 

the dissimilarity between              samples. 

 By SM and KSM, a configuration of     points,                                                        ,  is pro-

duced.       is the image of      . The goal is to find a configuration makes  the        reflects 

the dissimilarity .  

 The mapping function is                            , where                        is an projection matrix 

that maps vector              onto the low-dimensional space. SM utilizes a mapping    

with             that is defined as                                                 . For the KSM, the mapping is 

defined as:                                                    .  

 We’ll assume      is a fixed mapping, the only parameter in our model is the weight ma-

trix      . For GSM, the estimation of       could be accomplished as the following fixed-

point iteration scheme: 

     

    Here        is the pseudo inverse,      and      are defined as follows:   

 

    Here        is defined as : 

 

 The iteration scheme introduced before is 

called IM. The practical implementation 

of IM is provided in Algorithm 1. 

  In Algorithm 1,              denotes the vec-

tor obtained by orderly concatenating the 

columns of      into a single-column vec-

tor. The gradient matrix is given as: 

 

 

 IM is guaranteed to monotonically con-

verge to a local minimum. 

 In order to ameliorate the hallmark “zig-zag” se-

quence pattern of gradient-based updates, we intro-

duce PARTAN on IM search directions.  

 Assume          and        are the weights at          and    

iterations respectively. PARTAN then seeks to find 

an intermediate point                 along IM search di-

rection. 

 With an SOR update, the step length will be greater 

than the one produced by IM. PARTAN-IM modifies its previous search direction 

with an intermediate SOR step. Finally, the new iterate weight           is found. 

 As long as two consecutive iterates of PARTAN-IM monotonically minimize the stress 

function , then it can be seen that the new iterate is guaranteed to produce an even 

lower stress function value. Pseudo-code for PARTAN-IM is depicted in Algorithm 3.              

 To speed up IM, we could move further, 

extrapolating along the IM search direction 

in order to get lower stress function.  

 Meanwhile, the computational complexi-

ty of the new scheme needs to be con-

trolled. 

 We introduce a non-linear version of the 

SOR method: 

 

Here          is defined as: 

 

with       as large as possible. The pseu-

do-code for this acceleration is provided in 

Algorithm 2. 

PARTAN-IM UPDATE 

 We used a line search method in both SOR-IM and PARTAN-IM.  

 The line search is shown in Algorithm 4. 

Experimental Results 
A: Datasets and Experimental Parameters  

 We compare the convergence speed of IM, SOR-IM and PARTAN-IM based on five differ-

ent data sets: Open Box, Teapots, Swiss Roll, Federalist Papers and ORL Faces.  For all ex-

periments we used KSM with Gaussian kernels and                    prototype vectors, that 

were randomly chosen from each data set.  Here we use Euclidean distances in the original 

space to represent dissimilarities. All the data are projected onto the 2-dimensional plane. 

 

 

 

 

 

 We ran each algorithm 100 times for each dataset using each time a different random ini-

tial weight matrix. We recorded the number of iterations needed and the time it took for 

each algorithm to converge. 

 Once the Infinity norm of the gradient reached or became lower than 0.0001, we declared 

convergence.  The spread parameter for the Gaussian kernels were 1.2 for Open Box, 

50,000 for Teapots, 12,000 for Swiss Roll, 8,000 for Federalist Papers and 800 for ORL Faces. 

B: Results and Discussion 

 For Open Box I,  SOR-IM is 57.52% 

faster than IM, while PARTAN-IM is 

74.3% faster than IM.  

 For Open Box II, SOR-IM needs 38.07% 

less than IM, while PARTAN-IM is 

50.01% faster than IM. 

 For Open Box III, the relative differ-

ence in medians with respect to IM are 

5.35% and 23.64% for SOR-IM and PAR-

TAN-IM respectively. 

 For Open Box IV, SOR-IM and PAR-

TAN-IM are 9.06% and 34.14%. 

 For Open Box V, SOR-IM is 1.72% fast-

er and PARTAN-IM is 13.49%. 

 

 For Open Box VI, the differences are 2.35% and 26.16% for 

SOR-IM and PARTAN-IM. 

 These results indicate that SOR-IM’s advantage in com-

parison to IM is probably eroding, as the number of 

weights increase. PARTAN-IM has the similar conclusion.  

 The performance deterioration is much slower for the 

PARTAN-SM.  
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 For Teapots dataset, Table III reflects that median SOR-IM speed performance is 

45.95% faster than the corre-

sponding IM preference. PAR-

TAN-IM has 55.48% faster medi-

an performance.  

 For Swiss Roll, the SOR-IM me-

dian slightly outperforms by 

3.72% in comparison to IM, but 

PARTAN-IM is still 23.04% fast-

er.  

 For Federalist Papers, median 

SOR-IM performance is 15.98% 

less than the one of IM, while 

PARTAN-IM is faster by 37.28%.  

 As for ORL Faces, median speedups for SOR-IM 

and PARTAN-IM are 54.2% and 68.7% faster than 

IM’s median performance. 

 Box plots of the execution time distributions for the 

Teapots, Swiss Roll, Federalist Papers and ORL Fac-

es data sets are given as follows.  
The Box plot of Teapots 

 

The Box plot of Swiss Roll The Box plot of Federalist Papers The Box plot of ORL Faces 

The Box plot of Open Box I 

The Box plot of Open Box IV 

The Box plot of Open Box II The Box plot of Open Box III 

The Box plot of Open Box V The Box plot of Open Box VI 

Median Convergence Time vs. Training 

Set Size for the Open Box Dataset 
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